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Regulatory History

2001

2002
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2007

2010

2011

2012

2013

2015

OCC Bulletin 2001-47, Oversight and Management of
Third-Party Relationships

November, 2001

GLBA, Gramm-Leach Bliley Act
July, 2001

OCC Bulletin 2002-16, Foreign 3rd-Party
Service Providers

May, 2002

Revised OCR HIPPA Business Associates
April, 2003

California Privacy Bill SB 1386
August, 2003

HITECH Act
November, 2007

H.F. 1758, MN Plastic Card Security Act
May, 2007

NRS 603A, NV Data Security Law
January, 2010

PCI-DSS v2.0

Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard
January, 2011

Wash. H.B. 1149, WA Data Security Law
July, 2010

CFPB Bulletin 2012-03
March, 2012

OCC Bulletin 2013-29
October, 2013

Omnibus HIPAA
January, 2013

PCI-DSS v3.0
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard

August, 2013
FRB SR 13-19
December, 2013
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 Plan and outline the bank’s strategy, identify the inherent risks of the activity, and detail how the bank
selects, assesses, and oversees the third party.

 Perform proper due diligence in selecting a third party.

 Have written contracts that outline the rights and responsibilities of all parties.

 Perform ongoing monitoring of the third party’s activities and performance

 Prepare contingency plans for terminating the relationship in an effective manner.

 Clear roles and responsibilities for overseeing and managing the relationship and risk
management process.

 Documentation and reporting that facilitates oversight, accountability, monitoring, and risk
management.

 Conduct independent reviews that allow bank management to determine that the bank’s process
aligns with its strategy and effectively manages risks.

Examinations may evaluate safety and soundness risks, the financial and operational viability of the third party to
fulfill its contractual obligations, compliance with applicable laws and regulations, including consumer protection,
fair lending, BSA/AML and OFAC laws, and whether the third party engages in unfair or deceptive acts or
practices in violation of federal or applicable state law.

The OCC Bulletin 2013-29 set the expectations that supervised entities will:

The OCC expects financial firms to practice effective Third Party
Risk Management (TPRM) regardless of whether the bank
performs the activity internally or through a third party. A bank’s use
of third parties does not diminish the responsibility of its board of
directors and senior management to ensure that the activity is
performed in a safe and sound manner an in compliance with
applicable laws.
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The CFPB bulletin of 2012-13 set the expectations that supervised entities will:

 Conduct thorough due diligence to verify that the supplier understands and is capable
of complying with Federal consumer financial laws

 Request and review supplier policies, procedures, internal controls, and
training materials to ensure that the supplier is conducting appropriate training and
oversight of employees or agents that have consumer contact or compliance responsibilities

 Include in the contract with the supplier clear expectations about compliance, as well as
appropriate and enforceable consequences for violating any compliance-
related responsibilities, including engaging in unfair, deceptive, or abusive acts or
practices

 Establish internal controls and on-going monitoring to determine whether the
supplier is complying with Federal consumer financial laws

 Take prompt actions to address fully any problems identified through the
monitoring process, including terminating the relationship where appropriate

The CFPB was established to promote fairness and transparency for consumer
financial products and services as a result of the Dodd-Frank Act, a law passed
after the financial crisis in 2008.

Examinations are expected to focus on key Third Party Risk Management
evaluation activities, such as how the firm monitors compliance management
systems, customer complaints management, and compliance with certain
consumer protection laws and regulations.

PwC

TPRM Business Drivers
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Globalization continues and business partnerships are increasingly being
leveraged as strategic enablers. This increases the need for Third Party Risk
Management.

Partnership will be key
• 40% of CEOs expect the majority of

innovations over the next three years
to be co-developed with partners

• 50% said their companies will enter
into a strategic alliance or JV in
the coming year

• As organizational models shift and
risk profiles evolve, executives and
Boards seek greater transparency
and increased assurance that the
company’s most significant risks are
appropriately mitigated

Business drivers

According to PwC’s 14th Annual
Global CEO Survey:
• Companies are reshaping strategies

and operating models–focusing on
innovation, collaboration, and
talent–to find new sources of
revenue growth and
competitive advantage

• Roughly a third of CEOs
indicated their companies plan to
complete a cross-border
merger or acquisition, or
outsource a business process or
function in the next year

PwC

Reputational Drivers
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Breach at a large merchant processor cost
approximately $94 million and removal from the
global registry of a major card issuer.

–CNN, March 2012

3.6 million personal income tax returns and
657,000 business filings exposed due to third party
data breach.

– Washington Post, October 2012

Foreclosure defense lawyer is missing; his law
partner says at least $6M in firm money is gone
A foreclosure defence lawyer in Florida has been

reported missing as authorities investigate the reported
disappearance of at least $6 million in funds held by his
law firm in trust accounts.

– Criminal Justice Apr. 15, 2013

Investigators said that for years, high-ranking
executives at the company’s China operations used
travel agencies as money-laundering shops to
funnel bribes to government officials.

– New York Times, July 2013

FTC Data Security Settlement Highlights Need for
Third-Party Vendor Management and Oversight
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) announced a settlement
with a translation services providers following the public
exposure of thousands of medical transcript files
containing personal medical information.

– HL Chronicle of Data Protection, January 2014

A bank points outage finger at its technology
provider
A bank says a failure on its technology provider’s part to
correctly fix an identified instability within the bank's
storage system led to the seven-hour service outage
last week.

– By Eileen Yu, ZDNet Asia on July 14, 2010

'We Blew It‘: A world leader in consumer retail
goods Admits to Mistakes Over Child Labor
A multi-billion dollar sportswear company admitted
yesterday that it "blew it" by employing children in Third
World countries but added that ending the practice might
be difficult.

– Steve Boggan Independent/UK Oct 20, 2001

Recent Ponemon Institute surveys reveal:
• Unsecure third parties including cloud providers are seen as one of the top three threats to an

organization
• 41% of the companies surveyed experienced a data breach caused by a third party. And the

consequent loss of brand value typically ranged from $184 million to more than $330 million

The hackers who stole 40 million credit
and debit card numbers from a large
discount retailer appear to have breached the
discounter’s system by using credentials stolen
from a vendor.

– Wall Street Journal, January 2014

Hackers successfully stole prepaid debit
card information from the Indian and US-
based third-party vendors of several large multi-
national credit card institutions, fraudulently
withdrawing $45M from ATMs
worldwide.

– Wall Street Journal, May 2013

17,300 patients have their protected health
information breached following a scam executed
by a group posing as a vendor.

– Modern Healthcare, May 2013

What a vendor got wrong: The risky
business of hiring from competitors
A vendor hiring the former CEO of its client’s
largest competitor, to lead its company. Despite a
decades-long relationship, the client terminated
its contract with the vendor due to this
hiring decision.

– Modern Healthcare, May 2013

Sample headiness involving third parties:
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Procurement Risk Management Implementation /Operation

Develop Business
Statement

Market
Scan/Analysis

RFP, RFI, RFQ,
Unsolicited
Proposal

Evaluation, Pilot,
POC, Selection

Risk Assessment,
Due-Diligence

Performance SLA
Definition,
Contracting

Implementation,
Service Delivery,
Receiving

Monitor Operations,
Compliance, &
Risks

Process Vendor
Payments

Define Business
Case (ROI)

Determine
Operational Risk

Complete
Procurement
Request Form

Tier Vendor/
Contract, Define
Risk Management
Requirements

Review existing
vendors Viability
and Performance

Scan Market for
New Vendors

Determine Vendor
Shortlist

Issue RFP, RFI,
RFQ

Develop Selection
Criteria

Evaluate Proposal,
Conduct
Orals/Demonstratio
ns

Select Vendor(s)

Establish contract
terms for Pilot,
Evaluation, POC

Execute Pilot

Final Vendor
Selection

Identify Company
Controls

Complete Vendor
Due Diligence

Complete Risk
Assessment

Plan Risk
Management/Mitiga
tion Actions

Define Business
Performance Terms
(SLAs)

Define Monitoring
Oversight
Processes

Define Exit Plan

Define Contractual
Terms, Execute
Contract

Implement/Enhance
Risk Management
Practice

Track and Monitor
Risk Mitigation
Activity

Receive/Accept
Product,
Deliverable, or
Service

Monitor Operational
Performance

Monitor Contract
Compliance &
Renewal Terms
/Requirements

Execute Periodic
Performance
Assessment
(Weekly, Monthly,
Quarterly, Annually)

Complete Periodic
Risk Re-
Assessment
(Quarterly,
Annually)

Reconcile Invoices
to Contractual
Terms/Services

Process Payments

Determine Contract
Renewal Terms,
Execute Renewal

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0

1.1 2.1 3.1 4.1 5.1 6.1 7.1 8.1 9.1

1.2 2.2 3.2 4.2 5.2 6.2 7.2 8.2 9.2

1.3 2.3 3.3 4.3 5.3 6.3 7.3 8.3 9.3

1.4 3.4 5.4 6.4 8.4

Business Case
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TPRM Program Management Components
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• Inherent Risks
• Complexity

Assessment
• Cost/Benefit
• Other Initiatives
• Dual Employee
• Customer Impact
• Information Security
• Strategic Objectives
• Contingency Plans
• Laws & Regulations
• Diversity
• Selection & Contract

Monitoring
• Critical Activities

• Strategies & Goals
• Legal & Regulatory
• Financial Risk
• Experience & Reputation
• Fees & Incentives
• Qualification, Background,

Reputation
• Risk Management
• Information Security
• Management Information Systems
• Resilience
• Incident Reporting & Management
• Physical Security
• Subcontractors
• Insurance Coverage
• Conflicting Arrangements
• Country Risk
• Reputational Risk
• Operational Competency
• Fraud
• FCPA
• BSA/AML
• PCI-DSS

• Nature & Scope
• Performance
• Information Handling
• Right to Audit
• Compliance
• Cost & Compensation
• Ownership & License
• Confidentiality &

Integrity
• Contingency
• Indemnification
• Insurance
• Dispute Resolution
• Limits on Liability
• Default and Termination
• Customer Complaints
• Subcontracting
• Foreign Based 3rd Parties
• OCC-CFPB Supervision
• Diversity
• Records Management
• Amendments

• Conflicting Interests
• Compliance
• Financial Condition
• Insurance
• Key Personnel
• Manage Risk

Proactively
• Adaptable Process
• Technology
• Contingency Plans
• Subcontractors
• Confidentiality
• Customer Complaints
• Issues Management
• Credentials &

Certifications
• Problem Management
• Monitoring Plan
• Testing/Quality

Assurance

• Contingency Planning
• Transition

• Data
• Joint Intellectual

Property
• Reputational Risk
• Written Exit Plan
• Identification of

alternate sources
• Customer impact

Planning Due Diligence TerminationContract Negotiation On-going Monitoring

Program Management

Program Management

Governance and Organization

Accountability & Oversight Documentation & Reporting Organizational Coverage Risk Management Independent Reviews

Board Approved Program Completeness Enterprise Coverage Third Party Coverage

Program Support Tactical Reporting TrainingTracking Tools and Technology Continuous Improvement

PwC

Third Party Risk Management Process Overview
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Monitoring Plans

Identify Need for
Product/ Service Initial Due Diligence

Questionnaires are
Completed by
Finalist Third
Party(s) and Initial
Due Diligence
Assessments are
Completed by Risk
Steward(s)

Operational
Competency

Technology Financial Risk

Business Continuity

Compliance

Country Risk

Reputational

Fourth Party

Information Security

Due Diligence Assessments &
Notifications based on
information obtained

High IR

Medium IR

Low IR

Governance Activities and Cadence defined
by Inherent Risk Rating

Various Due Diligence
Assessments Utilized as
Applicable for
High/Medium/Low Inherent

Risk Ratings and/or on
Nature of the Product or
Service

Issue Escalation Process
Utilized if Applicable

Inherent Risk (IR) Rating
Calculated for the

Service as
High/Medium/Low

BFQ is completed by
Line of Business

Source/
No Source
Decision

Residual
Risk
Rating
Calculated for
the Service

End of
Process

Source

No Source

Notifications
• BSA / AML
• Fraud
• SOX PMO

• Modeled
Various Subject Matter
Specification Notifications
Based on the Nature of the
Product or Service

Ongoing Due Diligence
Assessments

(As Applicable)

Technology

Compliance

Business Continuity

Information Security

Fourth Party

Country Risk

Financial Risk

Reputational

Scorecards

Meeting
Agendas/Minutes

Audit/Site Visits

Issue Documentation

Complaint
Documentation

Change Management
& Contract Reviews

Ongoing Monitoring

Operational Competency

Create Business Case

Due Diligence Ongoing Monitoring

Governance

Risk
Assessment

Third Party is
Selected and

Applicable Risks
are Accepted &

Documented

IR

Higher level of activity
and frequency

Lower level of activity
and frequency

Contracting

Issue / Gap
Management

Contract

Documentation

Financial

Compliance
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Significant enterprise risk dimensions must be identified and managed
throughout the TPRM lifecycle.
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Risk of loss
inherent

in business
segments,

resulting from
counterparty

failure, decreased
creditworthiness,

and poor
performance

Potential negative
publicity
regarding
business
practices,

regardless of
validity

Potential
compromise,
unauthorized
disclosure of

sensitive data,
unauthorized

changes, and/or
non-availability
of information

Potential loss
arising
or non-

availability of
information

Risk of loss
resulting from the
failure to comply

with laws and
regulations
governing

a process and/or
product or service

Risk of
unsuccessful

performance due
to potential

threats, actions,
or events
adversely
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organization’s

ability
to achieve its

objectives

Risk of loss from
inadequate or
failed controls

related to
processes,

people, financial
reporting,
systems,

subcontractors,
or external

events
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Concentration

Unethical Behavior

Crisis
Management

Association Risk

Reputational

Settlement Risk

Counterparty
Performance

Financial
Exposure

Credit/ FinancialInformation
Security

Integrity

Business
Continuity

& Resiliency*

Compliance

Consumer/Custom
er Implications

Identification of
Applicable Laws &

Regulations

Regulatory
Change Process

Demand Changes

Competition

Country Risk

Strategic

Process

Technol0gy

Operational

Subcontractors

Financial
Reporting
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Vendor Stratification:
Assessing Where Risk Exists
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Higher risk
Vendors
identified
for review
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Begin with
general ledger
and remove
categories that
don’t pose risk

Identify
and remove
services that will
have risk
management by
other means

Prioritize
higher risk
services
provided by
third-parties

Category I
Primarily
Vendor Controls

Category II
Both Vendor &
Organizational Controls

Category III
Primarily Organizational
Controls

Higher Risk
Supplier Relationships

More
due diligence

Less
due diligence

With hundreds up to tens of thousands of contracted vendors for many firms, assessments should only be
accomplished for those suppliers that pose the highest inherent risk.

By designing an orderly risk ranking/rating system and screening for risk, firms can focus on contracts and
suppliers that harbor the highest risk to the firm and its customers. Detailed assessments of controls are then
performed at vendors with the highest risk, with less due diligence applied to vendors that hold lower risk.

As the level of due diligence and the types of assessments required are ascertained, it
will be important to check the allowances of the current contract with the vendor

PwC

Sample Vendor Stratification Questionnaire
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Information
Security

Assessment

Regulatory &
Compliance
Assessment

Financial Due
Diligence

Assessment

BCP/DR
Assessment

Privacy
Assessment

Reputational
Due Diligence

Country Risk
Assessment

Operational
Competency
Assessment

Fourth Party
Assessment

Physical
Security

Assessment

Technology
Assessment

Concentration
Risk

Assessment

As the primary risks are
identified for each supplier
type or category, those
third parties with key
exposures can be
proactively and
continuously monitored.
These take on the form of
initial assessments,
ongoing reporting, on-site
monitoring, contractual
provisions and transmittal
of required audits and
assessments (e.g. SOC2,
SSEA, etc.)

Once completed,
depending upon the third
party risk and assessment
results, suppliers are set
up on an ongoing cycle to
assure that risk is
continuously minimized or
mitigated.

PwC

Privacy, Compliance and Financial Risk Assessments
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Risk Assessment Execution Approach
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The approach below is utilized for both initial due diligence and on-going
assessments. An effective tool may assist in the automation of workflow of the
due diligence assessment process and standardize the reporting of results.

Mobilization and
service definition

Assessment
preparation

Assessment
execution

Assessment
reporting and QA

Review

Issue
Management

• Determine required
nature, timing and extent
of assessment procedures

• Inform third party of
intent to review

• Confirm third party
acceptance and
understanding of scope

• Determine assessment
date

• Confirm assessment
resource

• Obtain and review initial
documentation from
third party

• Conduct assessment
(Self-assessment,
Remote, On-site)

• Gather supporting
documentation

• Document results
• Coordinate assessment

execution with third
party, as required

• Finalize report and
supporting evidence

• Discuss and confirm
identified issues with
internal stakeholders and
third party contacts

• Perform internal QA of
assessment report

• Finalize
compensating controls

• Determine issue
management steps

• Define remediation plans
and closure timing

• Determine risk
acceptance plan, if
required

• Validate remediation
plans and closure

• Relationship Manager
• Third Party
• Risk Manager and/

or Assessor

• Relationship Manager
• Third Party
• Assessor
• Risk Manager

• Third Party
• Assessor
• Risk Manager
• Relationship Manager

• Assessor
• Internal stakeholders
• Third Party (as needed)
• QA Reviewer

• Risk Manager
• Relationship Manager
• Third Party, as required

• Scope Determination
• Announcement Letter

• Assessment scope
• Assessment date and

time
• Resourcing
• Initial Evidence Request

• Draft assessment report
and supporting evidence

• Draft issues and
compensating controls

• Finalize documentation
• Issue/compensating

controls summary

• Issue management steps
• Remediation Plans
• Risk Acceptance

documentation
• Metrics, reporting and

scorecards
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Oversight, monitoring, reviews tracking, service/status reporting
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Financial Risk Assessment Approach
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Due Diligence

Clarification of financial
records and validation of
business undertakings

Quantitative Conclusion

Derive weighted metrics to asses
risk status based on financial
performance

Qualitative Conclusion

Conduct third party examination
to assess the outlook on future
financial risks based on observable
attributes and leading information

Third Party Financial
Health Questionnaire

(Priority 4 - 5)

Third Party Follow-up
Interviews
(Priority 5)

Business Intelligence
Information Analysis

(Priority 1 – 5)

Verification
& Validation

Verification
& Validation

Trends
& Industry

Benchmarks

Risk
Assessment

In conducting third party financial risk assessments, a tiered approach is
constructed and typically occurs as follows. As priority of the third party
increases, questionnaires and interviews are used to assess and determine the
‘real’ financial risk

Base Analysis / Enhance Current
Processes

Utilize existing data and enhance processes to
embed rigor and consistency. Assess risk based
on data from BI providers (e.g. D&B), as well as
existing internal analysis such as AR reviews
and customer service decision analysis, supplier
QBRs etc.

PwC

High Level Processes for TPRM
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Summary
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Implementation of a Third Party Risk Management program is
a complex process. But it is a necessary step in understanding
the risks inherent when contracting with third parties and
effectively managing enterprise risk.

PwC conducted a cross sector survey of third party risk in 2014
and found 35% of the firms surveyed had third party incidents
that led to financial losses. 10% had an incident that had a
reputational impact and 17% had incidents that had a client or
customer impact. While a third party management program
cannot eliminate those losses, it can help organizations
improve the performance of their vendors and better manage
third party risk.

The process is not without its rewards. The same survey
indicated a majority of the respondents noted an
improvement in third party performance/value.
Significant numbers reported third party savings and cost
avoidance in other parts of their organizations.

These increased benefits may include not only cost savings
and performance benefits, but improvements in quality of
service, performance improvements from standardization,
better allocation of internal talent, and an improved
organizational risk posture.
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Questions and Discussion
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